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 Activities related to the following school subjects 
 The activities were carried out both with the target group and with other classes of students, 

in the desire to get as many students and teachers involved, to promote the project and to maximize 
the use of the materials. Thus, both primary and secondary levels are present in our activities, besides 

the target group of students. 
 
 



Primary level 
Science, Art and  Literature Worksheet 

 
• Myth: The Legend of the Sun and 

of the Moon 
• Students do some exercises and 

illustrate in a drawing the diurnal 
and nocturnal life (animals, 
plants). 

• The importance of light and sun is 
pointed out.  

 

Work in progress ... Activity summary 



• End-up products 

Primary level 
Science, Art and  Literature Worksheet 

 



Myth: The Sun Castle  
Students solve various 
exercises based on the 
myth. 

Primary level 
Playing with the myth 

Activity summary Work in progress ... 



Primary level 
Playing with the myth 

End-up products 



Activity summary 

• Myths: The Earth’s poles, The sun 
creation, The wondering stars, The 
tributes in the sky 

• Students read the given myth. 

• Students and teacher talk about the 
text.  

• They fill in a reading sheet based on 
the text. 

Romanian Literature  

Myth introduction 



Myth introduction 
Romanian Literature  

Work in progress ... 



End-up products 

Romanian Literature  
Myth introduction 



 
 
 

MYTHS VS LITERARY TEXTS 

Activity summary 

 Using the Venn Diagram 

students had to find similarities and 

differences between myths and literary 

texts, in terms of characters, plot, 

message, the place and time the events 

occur. 

Romanian Literature  

MYTHS 

• The earth’s poles 

• The sun creation 

• The tributes in 
the sky 

• The wondering 
stars 

LITERARY 
TEXTS 

• Greuceanu 

• Povestea lui 
Stan Pățitul 

• Divina Comedie 

• Luceafărul 

Work in progress ... 



Romanian Literature 
 
 
 

MYTHS VS LITERARY TEXTS 

End-up 
products 



MYTHS IN OUR IMAGINATION 

• Students read the myths. 

• Students illustrate the 
best they can the given 
myths. 

• An exposition is being 
organized.  

 

 

Romanian Literature  

Activity summary Work in progress ... 



Romanian Literature  

End-up products 
MYTHS IN OUR IMAGINATION 



Myth: The Legend of the 
Sun and of the Moon 

Students fill in a worksheet 
with exercises about 
grammar and vocabulary 
issues based on the given 
myth. 

Romanian Literature  
LINGUISTIC APPROACH 

Activity summary Work in progress ... 



Romanian literature LINGUISTIC APPROACH 
End-up products 



Mathematics 

Myth: The Legend of the Sun 
and of the Moon 

Students talk about the creation 
of universe using scientific data 
and doing specific calculations. 

The Universe 
Activity summary Work in progress ... 

End-up products 



Geography 

Myth: The Sun and The Moon 

Students fill in a worksheet 

The Sun and The Moon 

Activity summary Work in progress ... 



Biology 

Students fill in a 
worksheet and 
scientifically prove the 
importance of the Sun 
for the human body. 

Sun equals Life 

Activity summary Work in progress ... 



History and Critical Thinking 

Myth: Creation of the Sun 

Students ask different questions 
and try to answer to them  using 
the Stellar Explosion method thus 
reaching interesting conclusions.  

Activity summary 
Work in progress ... 



History and Critical Thinking 

End-up products 



CIVIC EDUCATION 

Myth: The Moon 

Using WWW method, students 
will analyse the reasons God 
created the moon, God’s 
expectations and finally they will 
reach to some conclusions. 

A debate on moon creation 
Activity summary 

Work in progress ... 



CIVIC EDUCATION 
A debate on moon creation 

End-up products 



Religion 

• Myth: The Legend of the Sun and 
of the Moon 

• Students make a poster about 
creation inspired by he given 
myth and by the biblical 
references. 

The Story of Creation 
Work in progress ... 



Religion 
The Story of Creation 

End-up products 



Personal Development 

• Myth: The Legend of the 
Sun and of the Moon 

• Students have been given 
different versions of the 
myth and they have to 
discuss it and make a 
poster based on it. 

Myth interpretation 
Activity summary Work in progress ... 



Personal Development 
Myth interpretation 

End-up products 


